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Editor’s Note
The following was submitted by David Wiley as a good introduction to
his thoughts on open educational resources and is a preprint of an
essay set to appear in Bonk, Lee, Reeves, and Reynolds’s book,
MOOCs and Open Education around the World. It may have
undergone additional editing before publication. This essay remixes
some material that was previously published on Wiley’s website,
opencontent.org [http://opencontent.org/] and is available at
https://edtechbooks.org/-dB.
Wiley, D. (2014, September 18). The MOOC misstep and the open
education infrastructure [Web log post]. Retrieved from
https://edtechbooks.org/-Dm
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Ted Talk
For additional learning from Wiley about open educational resources
and their relevance to education, see his TEDx Talk.

Watch on YouTube https://edtechbooks.org/-nAF

In this piece I briefly explore the damage done to the idea of “open”
by MOOCs, advocate for a return to a strengthened idea of “open,”
and describe an open education infrastructure on which the future of
educational innovation depends.

Moocs: One Step Forward, Two Steps Back
for Open Education
MOOCs, as popularized by Udacity and Coursera, have done more
harm to the cause of open education than anything else in the history
of the movement. They have inflicted this harm by promoting and
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popularizing an abjectly impoverished understanding of the word
“open.” To fully appreciate the damage they have imposed requires
that I lightly sketch some historical context.
The openness of the Open University of the UK, first established in
1969 and admitting its first student in 1971, was an incredible
innovation in its time. In this context, the adjective “open” described
an enlightened policy of allowing essentially anyone to enroll in
courses at the university—regardless of their prior academic
achievement. For universities, which are typically characterized in
metaphor as being comprised of towers, silos, and walled gardens,
this opening of the gates to anyone and everyone represented an
unprecedented leap forward in the history of higher education. For
decades, “open” in the context of education primarily meant “open
entry.”
Fast-forward 30 years. In 2001 MIT announced its OpenCourseWare
initiative, providing additional meaning to the term “open” in the
higher education context. MIT OCW would make the materials used in
teaching its on campus courses available to the public, for free, under
an “open license.” This open license provided individuals and
organizations with a broad range of copyright-related permissions:
anyone was free to make copies of the materials, make changes or
improvements to the materials, and to redistribute them (in their
original or modified forms) to others. All these permissions were
granted without any payment or additional copyright clearance
hurdles.
While there are dozens of universities around the world that have
adopted an open entry policy, in the decade from 2001–2010 open
education was dominated by individuals, organizations, and schools
pursuing the idea of open in terms of open licensing. Hundreds of
universities around the globe maintain opencourseware programs.
The open access movement, which found its voice in the 2002
Budapest Open Access initiative, works to apply open licenses to
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scholarly articles and other research outputs. Core learning
technology infrastructure, including Learning Management Systems,
Financial Management Systems, and Student Information Systems are
created and published under open licenses (e.g., Canvas, Moodle,
Sakai, Kuali). Individuals have begun contributing significantly to the
growing collection of openly licensed educational materials, like Sal
Khan who founded the Khan Academy. Organizations like the William
and Flora Hewlett Foundation are pouring hundreds of millions of
dollars into supporting an idea of open education grounded in the idea
of open licensing. In fact, the Hewlett Foundation’s definition of “open
educational resources” is the most widely cited:
OER are teaching, learning, and research resources that
reside in the public domain or have been released under
an intellectual property license that permits their free
use and re-purposing by others. Open educational
resources include full courses, course materials,
modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software,
and any other tools, materials, or techniques used to
support access to knowledge (Hewlett, 2014).
According to Creative Commons (2014), there were over 400 million
openly licensed creative works published online as of 2010, and many
of these can be used in support of learning.
Why is the conceptualization of “open” as “open licensing” so
interesting, so crucial, and such an advance over the simple notion of
open entry? In describing the power of open source software enabled
by open licensing, Eric Raymond (2000) wrote, “Any tool should be
useful in the expected way, but a truly great tool lends itself to uses
you never expected.” Those never expected uses are possible because
of the broad, free permissions granted by open licensing. Adam
Thierer (2014) has described a principle he calls “permissionless
innovation.” I have summarized the idea by saying that “openness
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facilitates the unexpected” (Wiley, 2013). However you characterize
it, the need to ask for permission and pay for permission makes
experimentation more costly. Increasing the cost of experimentation
guarantees that less experimentation will happen. Less
experimentation means, by definition, less discovery and innovation.
Imagine you’re planning to experiment with a new educational model.
Now imagine two ways this experiment could be conducted. In the
first model, you pay exorbitant fees to temporarily license (never own)
digital content from Pearson, and you pay equivalent fees to
temporarily license (never own) Blackboard to host and deliver the
content. In a second model, you utilize freely available open
educational resources delivered from inside a free, open source
learning management system. The first experiment cannot occur
without raising venture capital or other significant funding. The
second experiment can be run with almost no funding whatsoever. If
we wish to democratize innovation, as von Hippel (2005) has
described it, we would do well to support and protect our ability to
engage in the second model of experimentation. Open licenses
provide and protect exactly that sort of experimental space.
Which brings us back to MOOCs. The horrific corruption perpetrated
by the Udacity, Coursera, and other copycat MOOCs is to pretend that
the last forty years never happened. Their modus operandi has been
to copy and paste the 1969 idea of open entry into online courses in
2014. The primary fallout of the brief, blindingly brilliant popularity of
MOOCs was to persuade many people that, in the educational context,
“open” means open entry to courses which are not only completely
and fully copyrighted, but whose Terms of Use are more restrictive
than that of the BBC or New York Times. For example, consider this
selection from the Coursera Terms of Use:
You may not take any Online Course offered by Coursera
or use any Statement of Accomplishment as part of any
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tuition-based or for-credit certification or program for
any college, university, or other academic institution
without the express written permission from Coursera.
Such use of an Online Course or Statement of
Accomplishment is a violation of these Terms of Use.
The idea that someone, somewhere believes that open education
means “open entry to fully copyrighted courses with draconian terms
of use” is beyond tragic. Consequently, after a decade of progress has
been reversed by MOOCs, advocates of open education once again
find ourselves fighting uphill to establish and advance the idea of
“open.” The open we envision provides just as much access to
educational opportunity as the 1960s vision championed by MOOCs,
while simultaneously enabling a culture of democratized,
permissionless innovation in education.

An “open” Worth the Name
How, then, should we talk about “open?” What strengthened
conception of open will promote both access and innovation? I believe
we must ground our open thinking in the idea of open licenses.
Specifically, we should advocate for open in the language of the 5Rs.
“Open” should be used as an adjective to describe any copyrightable
work that is licensed in a manner that provides users with free and
perpetual permission to engage in the 5R activities:
1. Retain – the right to make, own, and control copies of the work
(e.g., download, duplicate, store, and manage)
2. Reuse – the right to use the work in a wide range of ways (e.g.,
in a class, in a study group, on a website, in a video)
3. Revise – the right to adapt, adjust, modify, or alter the work
itself (e.g., translate it into another language)
4. Remix – the right to combine the original or revised work with
other open works to create something new (e.g., incorporate
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the work into a mashup)
5. Redistribute – the right to share copies of the original work,
your revisions, or your remixes with others (e.g., give a copy of
the work to a friend)
These 5R permissions, together with a clear statement that they are
provided for free and in perpetuity, are articulated in many of the
Creative Commons licenses. When you download a video from Khan
Academy, some lecture notes from MIT OpenCourseWare, an article
from Wikipedia, or a textbook from OpenStax College—all of which
use a Creative Commons license—you have free and perpetual
permission to engage in the 5R activities with those materials.
Because they are published under a Creative Commons license, you
don’t need to call to ask for permission and you don’t need to pay a
license fee. You can simply get on with the business of supporting
your students’ learning. Or you can conduct some other kind of
teaching and learning experiment—and you can do it for free, without
needing additional permissions from a brace of copyright holders.
How would a change in the operational definition of “open” affect the
large MOOC providers? If MOOC providers changed from “open
means open entry” to “open means open licenses” what would the
impact be? Specifically, if the videos, assessment, and other content in
a Coursera or Udacity MOOC were openly licensed would it reduce
the “massive” access that people around the world have to the
courses? No. In fact, it would drastically expand the access enjoyed by
people around the world, as learners everywhere would be free to
download, translate, and redistribute the MOOC content. MOOCs
could become part of the innovation conversation.
Despite an incredible lift-off thrust comprised of hype and investment,
MOOCs have failed to achieve escape velocity. Weighed down by a
strange 1960s-meets-the-Internet philosophy, MOOCs have started to
fall back to earth under the pull of registration requirements, start
dates and end dates, fees charged for credentials, and draconian
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terms of use. It reminds me of the old joke, “What do you call a MOOC
where you have to register, wait for the start date in order to begin,
get locked out of the class after the end date, have no permission to
copy or reuse the course materials, and have to pay to get a
credential?” “An online class.”
Despite all the hyperbole, it has become clear that MOOCs are
nothing more than traditional online courses enhanced by open entry,
and not the innovation so many had hoped for. Worse than that,
because of their retrograde approach to “open,” MOOCs are
guaranteed to be left by the wayside as future educational innovation
happens because it is simply too expensive to run a meaningful
number of experiments in the MOOC context.
Where will the experiments that define the future of teaching and
learning be conducted, then? Many of them will be conducted on top
of what I call the open education infrastructure.

Content as Infrastructure
The Wikipedia entry on infrastructure (Wikipedia, 2014) begins:
Infrastructure refers to the basic physical and
organizational structures needed for the operation of a
society or enterprise, or the services and facilities
necessary for an economy to function. It can be generally
defined as the set of interconnected structural elements
that provide a framework supporting an entire structure
of development…
The term typically refers to the technical structures that support a
society, such as roads, bridges, water supply, sewers, electrical grids,
telecommunications, and so forth, and can be defined as “the physical
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components of interrelated systems providing commodities and
services essential to enable, sustain, or enhance societal living
conditions.” Viewed functionally, infrastructure facilitates the
production of goods and services.
What would constitute an education infrastructure? I don’t mean a
technological infrastructure, like Learning Management Systems. I
mean to ask, what types of components are included in the set of
interconnected structural elements that provide the framework
supporting education?
I can’t imagine a way to conduct a program of education without all
four of the following components: competencies or learning outcomes,
educational resources that support the achievement of those
outcomes, assessments by which learners can demonstrate their
achievement of those outcomes, and credentials that certify their
mastery of those outcomes to third parties. There may be more
components to the core education infrastructure than these four, but I
would argue that these four clearly qualify as interconnected
structural elements that provide the framework underlying every
program of formal education.
Not everyone has the time, resources, talent, or inclination to
completely recreate competency maps, textbooks, assessments, and
credentialing models for every course they teach. As in the discussion
of permissionless, democratized innovation above, it simply makes
things faster, easier, cheaper, and better for everyone when there is
high quality, openly available infrastructure already deployed that we
can remix and experiment upon.
Historically, we have only applied the principle of openness to one of
the four components of the education infrastructure I listed above:
educational resources, and I have been arguing that “content is
infrastructure” (Wiley, 2005) for a decade now. More recently, Mozilla
has created and shared an open credentialing infrastructure through
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their open badges work (Mozilla, 2014). But little has been done to
promote the cause of openness in the areas of competencies and
assessments.

Open Competencies
I think one of the primary reasons competency-based education (CBE)
programs have been so slow to develop in the US – even after the
Department of Education made its federal financial aid policies
friendlier to CBE programs – is the terrific amount of work necessary
to develop a solid set of competencies. Again, not everyone has the
time or expertise to do this work. Because it’s so hard, many
institutions with CBE programs treat their competencies like a secret
family recipe, hoarding them away and keeping them fully
copyrighted (apparently without experiencing any cognitive
dissonance while they promote the use of OER among their students).
This behavior has seriously stymied growth and innovation in CBE in
my view.
If an institution would openly license a complete set of competencies,
that would give other institutions a foundation on which to build new
programs, models, and other experiments. The open competencies
could be revised and remixed according to the needs of local
programs, and they can be added to, or subtracted from, to meet
those needs as well. This act of sharing would also give the institution
of origin an opportunity to benefit from remixes, revisions, and new
competencies added to their original set by others. Furthermore,
openly licensing more sophisticated sets of competencies provides a
public, transparent, and concrete foundation around which to marshal
empirical evidence and build supported arguments about the scoping
and sequencing of what students should learn.
Open competencies are the core of the open education infrastructure
because they provide the context that imbues resources, assessments,
and credentials with meaning—from the perspective of the
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instructional designer, teacher, or program planner. (They are imbued
with meaning for students through these and additional means.) You
don’t know if a given resource is the “right” resource to use, or if an
assessment is giving students an opportunity to demonstrate the
“right” kind of mastery, without the competency as a referent. (For
example, an extremely high quality, high fidelity, interactive
chemistry lab simulation is the “wrong” content if students are
supposed to be learning world history.) Likewise, a credential is
essentially meaningless if a third party like an employer cannot refer
to the skill or set of skills its possession supposedly certifies.

Open Assessments
For years, creators of open educational resources have declined to
share their assessments in order to “keep them secure” so that
students won’t cheat on exams, quizzes, and homework. This security
mindset has prevented sharing of assessments.
In CBE programs, students often demonstrate their mastery of
competencies through “performance assessments.” Unlike some
traditional multiple-choice assessments, performance assessments
require students to demonstrate mastery by performing a skill or
producing something. Consequently, performance assessments are
very difficult to cheat on. For example, even if you find out a week
ahead of time that the end of unit exam will require you to make 8 out
of 10 free throws, there’s really no way to cheat on the assessment.
Either you will master the skill and be able to demonstrate that
mastery or you won’t.
Because performance assessments are so difficult to cheat on,
keeping them secure can be less of a concern, making it possible for
performance assessments to be openly licensed and publicly shared.
Once they are openly licensed, these assessments can be retained,
revised, remixed, reused, and redistributed.
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Another way of alleviating concerns around the security of assessment
items is to create openly licensed assessment banks that contain
hundreds or thousands of assessments – so many assessments that
cheating becomes more difficult and time consuming than simply
learning.

The Open Education Infrastructure
An open education infrastructure, which can support extremely rapid,
low cost experimentation and innovation, must be comprised of at
least these four parts:
Open Credentials
Open Assessments
Open Educational Resources
Open Competencies
This interconnected set of components provides a foundation that will
greatly decrease the time, cost, and complexity of the search for more
effective models of education. (It will provide related benefits for
informal learning, as well). From the bottom up, open competencies
provide the overall blueprint and foundation, open educational
resources provide a pathway to mastering the competencies, open
assessments provide the opportunity to demonstrate mastery of the
competencies, and open credentials which point to both the
competency statements and results of performance assessments
certify to third parties that learners have in fact mastered the
competency in question.
When open licenses are applied up and down the entire
stack—creating truly open credentials, open assessments, open
educational resources, and open competencies, resulting in an open
education infrastructure—each part of the stack can be altered,
adapted, improved, customized, and otherwise made to fit local needs
without the need to ask for permission or pay licensing fees. Local
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actors with local expertise are empowered to build on top of the
infrastructure to solve local problems. Freely.
Creating an open education infrastructure unleashes the talent and
passion of people who want to solve education problems but don’t
have time to reinvent the wheel and rediscover fire in the process.
“Openness facilitates the unexpected.” We can’t possibly imagine all
the incredible ways people and institutions will use the open
education infrastructure to make incremental improvements or deploy
novel innovations from out of left field. That’s exactly why we need to
build it, and that’s why we need to commit to a strong
conceptualization of open, grounded firmly in the 5R framework and
open licenses.

Application Exercises
After reading the chapter share your thoughts on the theory
that MOOCs have damaged the use of “open” resources.
Describe a contribution you could make to open educational
resources.
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